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My invention relates to an improvement in 
arrow heads, and deals more particularly with a 
type of arrow head to be used in hunting and for 
similar purposes. ’ ' 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an arrow head having a reinforced tip or 
point and which is generally sturdy in construc 
tion. This tip is strengthened without sacri?cing 
speed or accuracy due to the unusual construction 
thereof. I 

It is a feature of the present invention that my 
arrow head is formed of three general parts. One 
of these parts comprises a central portion includ 
ing a pair of opposed blades and a pointed for 
ward end. The other two parts of the arrow head 
?t on opposite sides of the center part and are 
welded or otherwise aiiixed thereto. These op 
posed parts form a socket for embracing the for 
ward end of the arrow shaft and are provided 
with a pointed forward end designed to strengthen 
and reinforce the pointed end of the central sec 
tion. . 

A feature of the present invention lies in the 
fact that the arrow head is completely balanced 
in the construction thereof. The central portion 
of the arrow head comprises merely a ?at sheet 
of material while the other two pieces forming 
the arrow head are identical and may be formed 
on the same die, if it is so desired. When the 
three parts are in assembled relation the arrow 
head is completely balanced and is no heavier 
on one side than upon the other. 
A further feature offthe present invention lies 

in the fact that the central arrow head forming 
member is slotted longitudinally to permit the 
forward end of the arrow shaft to engage therein. 
The two opposed arrow head forming sections are 
each provided with a tapered recess therein which 
forms one-half of the socket to engage the for 
ward end of the arrow shaft. If the central ele 
ment were not notched, it would be necessary to 
provide a longitudinal split in the forward end 
of the arrow to receive this arrow shaft. 
A further feature of the present invention lies 

‘in the manner of reinforcing the arrow tip or 
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point. In the formation of the arrow head the . 
side members are spot welded or otherwise a?ixed 
on opposite sides of the central bladed element. 
The forward ends of ‘the three elements lie flat 
against one another and are welded or secured 
together in this position. Accordingly ‘when the 
blade is sharpened the top portion thereof is of 
three thicknesses and may be readily sharpened 
in the manner of a single thickness of ' material. 
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An extremely strong, light construction is thus 
provided. 
A further feature‘of the present invention lies 

in the fact that sharpened transverse vanes or 
blades may be formed to project from the arrow , 
head on a plane intersecting the axis of the arrow 
head, and at right angles to the plane of the 
bladed central section of the arrow. These trans 
verse vanes or blades are preferably sharpened 
and act to reduce frictionon the arrow shaft 
when the arrow pasess through the material pene 
trated. These vanes are preferably integral with 
the opposed side elements forming the arrow head 
and do not comprise ‘a separate blade projecting 
through a slot in the head. These transverse 
blades or vanes also act to cut a cross-shaped 
slot in the material penetrated, reducing friction 
on the arrow shaft and causing greater injury 
to the material penetrated. . 
A further feature of the present invention .re 

sides in the fact that in a modified form my arrow 
head may be made in two ‘parts, rather than 
three, with many of the same advantages. The 
point of the arrow head is reinforced, being of 
double thickness, While the cutting blades of the 
head are formed of a single thickness. The con 
struction is such that each of the two parts form 
ing the arrow head. are similar. Each part in 
cludes one blade and one grooved portion designed 
to form one-half of the socket for receiving the 
arrow shaft. Thus this construction is balanced 
and is slightly less expensive to construct than 
the preferred form of construction. 
These and other objects and novel features of 

my invention will be more clearly and fully set 
forth in the following speci?cation and claims. 
.In the drawing forming a part of my speci?ca 

'tion: 
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of an arrow 

head showing the construction thereof. 
Figure 2 is a top plan view of an arrow head 

showing my new construction. . 
' Figure 3 is an end view of the arrow head shown 
in Figures 1 and 2 of the drawings. 
Figure 4 is an end view showing the end of the 

arrow'head opposite that shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 5 is a front perspective view of one of 

the side elements used in the assembly of the 
arrow head. 
Figure 6 is an‘ elevational view of the central 

bladed section of the arrow head before assembly 
thereof. 
Figure 7 is a side elevationalview of a modi?ed 

form of arrow head construction. 
Figure 8 is a‘ sectional view through the tip 
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of the arrow, the position of the section being in 
dicated by the line 8-8 of Figures 1 and '7. 
Figure 9 is a side elevational view of a modi?ed 

form of construction of arrow head. 
Figure 10 is an end view of the arrow head illus 

trated in Figure 9. 
The arrow head A, best illustrated in Figures 1 

through 6 of the drawing, is formed of three main 
parts secured together.‘ One of these parts it) 
comprises a fiatblade ‘designed designed to act as 
the central member of the arrow head. ‘Before 
asesmbly of the arrow head the blade has the 
general appearance illustrated in Figure 6. It will 
be noted that the member I0 is provided with'a 
rounded forward end II and outwardly diverging 
edges l2 which form the edges ‘of ‘opposed blades 
l3. These blades l3 are separated by atapered 
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slot M which is formed in order to permit the'for 
ward end of the arrow shaft to engage between 
the, blades. 13., The rear edges of the blades ‘l3 
may be pointed ‘at IE 'to provide barbs, 'ifjitjisso 
vdesired. Obviously the ends of the bladesmay be 
cut off square or ‘at forwardly inclined ‘angles if 
the barbs l5v'ar'e ‘not‘ides'ired. ‘ , . . . 
v, The opposedsideelements aresimilar form 
and ‘are designed to engage'onf opposite sides of 
the flat blade l0. Theside elements I6 are pro 
vided with'a rounded point I‘! corresponding ‘to 
the rounded point ‘H of the plate II), and'o-ut 
wardly tapered edges “l 9 diverged from the point 
ed end to ‘followjthle contour vof the edges vl2 
of the plate 10. As one ‘member l?‘is on'either 
side of the plate in, the forward end of the 
arrow head is ‘formed of three thicknesses of 
material. _ A Q i > ' _ _ 

At‘ a point spaced fromthe‘forward end ‘of 
the members it, shoulders :26 are formed which 
cut down the width of the plate ‘considerably. 
From the shoulders 2i! the members it taper 
gradually ‘outwardly. d ‘A groove or channel'rll, is 
provided in each member Hi, this ‘channel?! 
being substantially :semi-c’ircular in icrossésec 
tion and tapering from a relatively narrow depth 
and Width to a depth and width of considerable 
size at the rear edge'yof the vngienibjer. This groove 
2! corresponds'in taper to the slot [4 in the plate 
Ill. .. - 

A triangular barb is vformed “from each‘ of the 
grooves or channels'2 i and these barbs'Z'Z are bent 
outwardly to, extend I on a plane ‘at rightw'angles 
to a plane through the surface to the plat‘eflllin 
assembled form,“ The forward‘ edges '23 of the 
barbs are sharpened 'so as'to provide a'cuttin'g 
surface. , c, . 

The ‘arrow head is’assembledfso 'thati'one ‘of 
the side members‘l'? is ‘positioned onv either side 
of ‘the'plate ‘l'll'in opposed'relation. 'I‘h'e‘se fsi'de 
members I6 arethen spotwelded to ‘the central 
plate ii), thus ‘securing‘the three‘ elements form 
ing the blade'intproper'assembledform. The 
edges of the bla‘de'larethen sharpened the: full 
length of the arrow head "as best illustrated ‘in 
Figure 1 of the ‘drawing. The edges 19 ofthe 
forward end of vthe’ side‘ elements f [6' are ground 
away together with'the'e‘dges IZofIthe'centr‘aI 
plate I0 until a sharp pointed ‘e’dg'e'is provided. 
This sharp'e'dge is'relatively‘narrow‘to the‘jre‘ar 
of the 'thickened'forward section, but ‘the forward 
thickened section of the arrow headfis'of three 
thicknesses of material, Thus the rearfof ‘the 
arrow head is reinforced "by "the ' edges ‘of ‘the 
socket forming elements ‘without sacri?cing 
lightness ‘in weight. Furthermore, while fjtjhe 
point of the arro'w'jis reinforced, jandiisvlrelaé 
tively thick, a thin‘keen'lcutting edge is provided 
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rearwardly from this thickened forward section. 
The triangular :blades 22 act to slit the ma 

terial penetrated at right angles to the cut formed 
'by the cutting edges of the central plate 10, thus 
reducing the friction caused 'by stretching the 
material penetrated as the arrow head and shaft 
penetrate the same. The arrow head and shaft 
can enter such a cross cut in the material pene 
trated much more readily than they could enter a 
single elongated cut. _' _ , ‘ 
The arrow head B, illustrated in ‘Figures 7 

and 8 of the drawing, is identical to the construc 
‘tion previously described with the exception that 
‘the vtransversely extending blades 22 are omitted 
in this construction. The arrow head B includes 
"side ‘elements '26 ‘identical in form with the side 
members ,i?woi, the previously described arrow 
head "A, secured to "a central plate 25 identical 
in shape with the previously described plate II]. 
The side‘rnembers ,26Hincludea pointed forward 
portionr'? "and a tapered channel 29 [between the 
lateral edges'thereof, _'_I‘he channels 279 are in up’ 
posed ‘relation, as _best ‘illustrated in Figure 8, 
when the side members have been secured to the 
central member 25. The oplios'ed‘edges‘30 of the 
central plate '25Varehsharpened and the edges 
3| ofjth'e forwardportion'of the blade are like 
wise sharpened, as illustratedin Figure '7. T 
In Figures ~9 ‘and ‘10 of the drawing, I‘illustr'atc 

a modi?ed form of arrow head constructionc 
‘which is preferably‘formed of two ‘elementsrather 
than three._ 'In'this type of‘co-nstruction the ar 
row vhead ‘is ‘formed 7 of two similar ‘members 
33 and '34 which arespot'welde'd or otherwise se 
cured tog'ether'to‘form a complete balanced arrow 
head. While the two "elements forming the ar 
row 'head are identical, ‘different numerals will 
be vgiven the parts of'ea'ch so that the parts may 
be .‘readily described ‘in the vdrawings. The ar 
row ‘head-portion 34 comprises ‘a substantially 
?at body including a pointed forward end 35 
which on one side extends along a continuously 
tapered edge 36 to'form a blade 31. The oppo 
site vside of‘th’e tip 35 terminates in a shoulder 
39 which leads to ‘a’narrower edge 40. ‘A channel 
4| is provided between the blade 31 and the nar 
rower edge 40. Thischannel is tapered in form 
and is substantially semi-circular in cross-sec 
tion. . r . , Q , 

The other arrow headjsection 33 comprises a 
substantially ?at body having ‘a forward vpoint, 
not shown in the'drawings,_ but underlying the 
point 35 of the section ‘34 andextending con 
tiguous therewith. One side of this pointv con 
tinues‘along a curved edge 42 ‘to form a cutting 
'bladej43'in, opposedjrelation to vthe blade 3]. 
The other, side of, the ‘point, terminates a 
shoulder/43 which. continues along into anar 
rowerWedg-e Q4. ,The“ ‘channel ‘45 is positioned 
betweentm edge,“ andihe. blade .43, , v. ,. . Each Qfthe blades.“ and 43 are offset Slightly 

toextend ,on a single plane ‘through ‘the center 
of the arrowhead. \fI'heo-fiset'pf thebl'ade‘ilil 
follows the ‘contour of the narrow edge 44 ‘ and 
the shoulder“ of the ‘arrow headsection ‘33. 
Similarly the'o?set oi the blade "43 follows the 
contour oithe'harrovv edge .40 “and the shoulder 
39 ofit'liearr‘ldw head‘s'ect'iijn 34. “Thus the blades 
3.1 and“4}31ar,q directly: ‘opposed, and “at the'sam‘e 
time, the arrowhead is‘l’enti‘rely balanced in‘its 
formation. I ‘The ‘channels ‘ 4 I ‘and 45 1 provide ‘~ 2. 
‘sbéket'ior the ferwardend"ofthearrbw Shaft. ‘ 

. Each "of the‘ member-7r 33fanidil34j'mazy. be ~m9‘. 
v‘i'de‘d» with, ‘a ijtransrcrselyf extending :wade'icut 
from‘thetb'odyof"the’chamiel and projectingout 
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wardly therefrom. These blades 41 are prefer 
ably substantially triangular in form and are pro 
vided with a sharpened forward edge similar to 

' that illustrated on the blades 22 shown in Figure 
2 of the drawing. These transverse blades may 
be omitted if it is desired, but form an impor 
tant function in providing a transverse slit when 
the arrow is used for hunting purposes. 
While I have described all of the arrow heads 

as having pointed forward ends, it should be un 
derstood that the forward end can beblunt if it is 
so desired. In construction of arrows to be used 
for certain types of game, a blunt forward end is 
preferable, so that the‘ arrow may be used to 
provide shock rather than to penetrate. Fur-1 
thermore, the arrow head may be made of ma 
terial such as hard plastic, and still have the 
same shape as well as many of the same ad~ 
vantages. ' ‘ 

In accordance with the patent statutes, I have 
described the principles of construction and op 
eration of my arrow head, and while I have en— 
deavored to set forth the best embodiments 
thereof, I desire to have it understood that ob 
vious changes may be made within the scope 
of the following claims without departing from 
‘the spirit of my invention. 

I claim: ‘ ‘ 

1. An arrow head comprising three sheet ma 
terial elements secured together in surface con 
tact, a pointed forward end formed of all three 
thicknesses of material, and an axial socket 
formed by outwardly bulging the two outermost 
layers of material. 7 

2. An arrow head comprising three sheet ma 
terial elements secured together in surface con 
tact, a forward end formed of all three. thick 
nesses of material, the rear ends of’ the center 
thickness of material extending beyond the edges 
of two outermost thicknesses to form a central 
single thickness blade on each side of said head, 
and an axial socket formed by the outermost 
thicknesses of material to receive an arrow shaft. 

3. An arrow head comprising three laminations 

3 
of material secured together, a pointed forward 
end formed of all three thicknesses of material. 
continuous diverging edges on the center lamina 
tion extending beyond the edges of the outer two 
laminations to‘ provide single thickness side 
blades, an axial socket formed by bulging .out— 

‘ wardly the two outermost thicknesses, and an 
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axial slot in said center lamination within said 
socket. 

4. An arrow head comprising a pointed central 
plate having outwardly diverging edges, ,a, pair 
of similar socket forming plates secured in op 
posed relation on- opposite sides of said central 
plate, and a blade cut from the body of each 
socket forming element and extending outwardly 
at substantially right angles to the plane of said 
central plate. 

5. An arrow head comprising a sheet material 
body including a pointed forward end and out 
wardly diverging edges eXtending from said 
pointed end, an axial socket rearwardly of said 
pointed end to receive the forward end of an 
arrow shaft, and a pair of blades cut from said 
body and projecting outwardly from said socket 
at substantially right angles to the plane of said 
outwardly diverging edges. . 

6. An arrow head comprising a body of lamina 
tions of sheet material, a pointed forward end on 
said body comprised of a plurality of lamina 
tions of material, outwardly diverging edges com 
prised of a single thickness of sheet material, 
and an axial socket‘ formed by outwardly bulg 
ing two laminations of sheet material. 

'I. An arrow head comprising a sheet material 
body including a forward end and oppositely dis 
posed blades extending rearwardly therefrom, an 
axial socket rearwardly of said pointed end to re 
ceive the forward end of a arrow shaft, and a pair 
of blades cut from said body and projecting out 
wardly from said body at substantially right 
angles to the plane of said oppositely disposed 

’ blades. 

CLIFFORD J. ZWICKEY. 


